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On Unit 3, while perfonning Dresden Instrument Surveillance (DIS) 5600-3, Generator Load Rejection
Control ¥alve fast Acting Solenoid Valve Pressure Switch Calibration, three out of four Main Turbine
Control Valve (TCV) fast Acting Solenoid Valve (FASV) Pressure Switches (PS) were found to actuate below
the minimum setpoint limit per Technical Specification Table 3.1.1., Reactor Protection System
Instrumentation Requirements. These pressure switches provide a Load Rejection Scram signal to the RPS
circuitry upon initiation of fast closure of the TCV. This scram signal is provided in anticipation of
the rapid increase in pressure and neutron flux resulting from fast closure of the TCV due to a load
rejection. Previous testing has concluded that instrument drift over pressure switch settings in the
range of 120 - 590 psig. has negligible significance relative to instrument response time to actuate a
Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip. All three of the switches were replaced, all were calibrated, and
left to trip .within the required setpoint limits.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:
General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor -2527 HWt rated core thermal power.
Nuclear Tracking System (NTS) tracking code numbers are identified in the text as (XXX-XXX-XX-XXXXX).
EVENT IDENTIFICATION:
Control Valve fast Closure Half-Scram Pressure Switches Out of Calibration Due to Setpoint Drift

A.

CONDlTIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:
Unit: 3

Event Date: January 17, 1993

Event Time: 1815 Hours

Reactor Mode: N

Mode Name: Shutdown

Power Level: 0%

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure: 0 psig
B.

DESCRIPTION Of EYENT:
On January 17, 1993, at 1815 hours, with Unit 3 in the Shutdown mode at 0% rated core thermal power, the
Instrument Maintenance Department (IMO) was performing Dresden Instrument Surveillance (DIS) 5600-03,
Generator [TB] Load Rejection Control Valve [TAJ fast Acting Solenoid Valve (FASV) [TGJ Pressure Switch
(PS) [JEJ Calibration, when three out of four turbine control valve (TCV) pressure switches were found
to actuate below the minimum setpoint limit per Technical Specification Table 3. 1.1, Reactor Protection
System Instrumentation Requirements. The as-found and as-left trip setpoints for the four CV pressure
switches are shown below. The previous as-found and as-left settings are also given (from a calibration
performed on October 18, 1992).
Switch

TCV#

PS3-5641-66
PS3-5641-67
PS3-5641-68
PS3-5641-69

1
3
2
.4

Previous As-found
( 10/18/92)
564
576
565
494

psig
psig
psig
psig

Previous As-left
( 10/18/92)
586
576
596
589

psig
psig
psig
psig

As-found
(01 /17 /93)

As-left
(01/17/93)

64 psig
555 psig
452 psig
310 psig

590
58B
591
588

psig"
psig
psig"
psig"

"As-found pressure switches 3-5641-66 and 3-5641-69 were not able to be calibrated to the desired
setpoint of 590 +/- 20 psig and they were replaced under Work Requests (WR) 15564 and 15565,
respectively. PS3-5641-68 was able to be calibrated to within the desired tolerance, however, based
upon the as-found trip setpoint of 565 psig on October 18, 1992, and the as-found setpoint of 452 psig
on January 17, 1993, it was decided to replace PS3-5641-68 under WR 15572 due to the possibility that
the noted decreasing as-found setpoint trend was indicative of a degraded condition. All four pressure
switches were calibrated to the desired tolerance and repeatability was verified.
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The or;g;nal FASV des;gn on the rev ut;1;zed a l;m;t sw;tch to ;n;t;ate a Reactor Protect;on System
(RPS) [JE] tr;p s;gnal upon fast closure of the !CV. The present FASVs and pressure sw;tches were
;nstalled on Unit 2 ;n December, 1984, and on Unit 3 ;n February, 1984 (reference modif;cations
Ml2-2(3)-81-25) ;n response to a recolTll'lendat;on ;n General Electr;c Co. (GE) Technical Informat;on
Letter (TIL) 848. Th;s design replaced the limit sw;tches with the existing pressure switches. The
FASV ;n;tiates a !CV rap;d closure on a turb;ne-generator load reject signal. The pressure switch
senses Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) [!G] fluid pressure at each valve and initiates the trip signal
to RPS on a decreasing nominal pressure of 590 psig (normal EHC pressure ;s 1600 psig).
In m;d-December, 1990, the Nuclear Licensing Department contacted Dresden Stat;on concerning a
mod;f;cation at Quad-Cit;es Nuclear Station that was changing the design of the !CV FASV. The L;cens;ng
Department colTll'lun;cated to Dresden Stat;on that Quad-Cities Stat;on had determ;ned that a Techn;cal
Specification change would be required to specify the existance of the new pressure switches instead of
lim;t switches, and to appropriately specify setpoint and surveillance (calibration) requirements. At
th;s time, ;t was determined that periodic calibration of the pressure switches was not being performed.
Subsequent to this notification, Technical Specification amendments
submitted, and have now been incorporated. The descr;ptions of the
UFSAR Sect;ons 7.7.1 and 11.2.3 have been enhanced and subm;tted as
add;t;on, the IMO developed DIS 5600-03 to calibrate these sw;tches
C.

for Units 2 and 3 were prepared,
exist;ng FASV pressure switches ;n
part of the annual UFSAR update. In
dur;ng each refuel;ng outage.

APPARENT CAUSE Of EVENT:
The cause of th;s event ;s attributed to setpoint drift. Calibration records show that these pressure
switches were calibrated three months prior to this event. PS operability is demonstrated each m~nth
when each !CV is cycled closed and the FASV PS de-energizes the appropriate RPS channel.
The current design pressure switches have two microswitches enclosed in the main switch housing, with
only one of the microswitches being used to in;tiate the scram s;gnal through an aux;1;ary relay. A
plunger is seated inside the housing of the PS for actuating the microswitch. When a turbine-generator
power/load unbalance (load reject) occurs, the revs are closed by energizing the FASV. Energization of
the FASV allows the EHC oil to drain through the disk dump valve, which causes the TCV to fast-close.
The PS detects the drop in EHC oil pressure and gives a half-scram signal to RPS. At normal operating
pressure, the plunger is raised, thus engaging and actuating the microswitch. Upon decreasing oil
pressure, the plunger is not able to maintain contact with the microswitch and the switch opens and
initiates a trip signal to RPS. Inspection of the removed switches revealed a wear pattern on the face
of the plunger where contact is made with the m;croswitch that is indicative of vibration. It is
believed that vibration of the rev and PS may contribute to drift of the pressure setpoint.

D.

SAFETY ANALYSIS Of EVENT:
A loss of generator load will cause the turbine-generator to speed up. The turbine speed governor will
react by closing the turbine control valves. The reduction of steam flow will cause the reactor vessel
pressure to rise, and the pressure regulator will open the turbine bypass valves in an attempt to
maintain constant reactor pressure (analysis of the load reject scram cons;ders failure of the bypass
valves to open). If the load reduction is sudden and of a greater magnitude than bypass valve capac;ty,
the reactor pressure w;11 rise, resulting ;n compress;on of the steam voids and a resulting pos;t;ve
reactivity effect, thereby increasing heat generation and resulting in further pressure increases. The
purpose of the Generator Load Reject Scram is to ant;cipate this rap;d increase in pressure, neutron
flux, and fuel cladd;ng surface heat flux resulting from the fast closure of the TCVs.
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The fASV and the associated PS are located on the body of the TCV near the main hydraulic cylinder. The
PS detects TCV closing through a drop in EHC oil pressure and gives a half-scram to the RPS. Logic for
this scram is designed such that if TCV #1 (PS3-5641-66) or #2 (PS3-5641-68) were to fast-close, a
half-scram will occur on RPS Channel "A". If TCV #3 (PS3-5641-67) or #4 (PS3-5641-69) were to
fast-close, a half-scram will occur on Channel 11 811 • A half-scram signal on both channels will result in
a full reactor scram.
The as-found fASV PS setpoints were below the 590 psig desired setpoint; however, a pressure switch in
each RPS channel had an as-found setting which exceeded 400 psig. General Electric has defined the 400
psig limit (reference GE calculation EDE-40-1190 dated November 16, 1990) as the setpoint which ensures
that the pressure switch wi 11 generate an RPS trip signal within a 30 mi 11 i second response ti.me after
start of TCV fast closure. This response time is consistent with the pressure switch response time
assumed in the current turbine generator load rejection without bypass event analysis used in the
current fuel cycle reload analyses. In December, 1989, this response time was verified on Unit 2 by
timing the period from initiation of TCV closure to the time that a trip signal was generated by the
pressure switch (reference Special Procedure (SP) 89-12-129).
furthermore, SP 91-1-4 was performed in January 16, 1991. This test repeated SP 89-12-129, with the
only exception being that the pressure switch setpoints were deliberately set down to 120 psig. The
test concluded that instrument drift has negligible significance relative to instrument response time to
operate an RPS trip over pressure switch settings in the range of 120-590 psig. The GE Turbine
Department reviewed the test and concluded that the response time results obtained during the test
procedure would bound the response times expected during actual normal plant operation.
In summary, the as-found
psig provides reasonable
function and resulted in
situation. In addition,
fASV PS de-energizes the
event is minimal.

E.

PS trip settings of at least one switch in each RPS channel greater than 400
assurance that the fASV pressure switches would have performed their intended
a full RPS Scram signal in the event of an actual Generator Load-Reject
PS operability is demonstrated monthly when each TCV is cycled closed and the
appropriate RPS channel. For these reasons, the safety-significance of this

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
Pressure switches 3-5641-66, 3-5641-68 and 3-5641-69 were replaced under WR 15564, 15572 and 15565,
respectively. All four pressure switches were calibrated and verified for trip setpoint repeatability.
Due to previous problems with these pressure switches, the Nuclear Engineering Department (NED)
evaluated the switch application under Action Item Record (AIR) 91-13 for possible modification or
replacement. A similar switch has been ordered to replace the existing switches during the current
refueling outage on Unit 2, D2Rl3, under WR 10091. This new switch is a like-for-like replacement for
the present switch, with the exception that each main switch housing contains only one microswitch
instead of two (only one microswitch is used, the other is spare in the present switch). This switch
was unavailable at the time of the original installation. No other suitable replacement has been
found. The intent of the substitution of the newer switch design is to change the mass of the switch
and thus the vibration response in an attempt to reduce the susceptibility to setpoint drift.
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The susceptibility to instrument setpoint drift of these pressure switches in this application has been
identified as a recurring equipment problem and is also currently being investigated under the Dresden
Equipment Reliability Issues Database (ERID). Due to the lack of calibration data prior to 1990, a
replacement or preventive maintenance (PH) program schedule has not been determined for these switches.
The performance of the new single microswitch pressure switches will be tracked under the ERID program
and a PH or replacement schedule will be determined when the results are evaluated. As a preventive
measure, the Instrument Maintenance Department will calibrate these switches per DIS 5600-03 during each
cold shutdown >72 hours in duration after any CUll'lllulative 90 days of operation.
PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES:
LER/Docket Numbers
12-3-92-047

Control Valve Fast Closure Half Scram Pressure Switch Out of Calibration Due to
Setpofot Drift
While performing DIS 5600-03, it was discovered that PS 3-5641-67 failed to
actuate at the required setpoint. The cause of the event was attributed to
instrument setpoint drift. The switch was calibrated and subsequently found to
trip within the desired setpoint limits.

12-2-92-052

Failure to Receive a Half Scram During a Load Reject Test Due to Pressure
Switch Failure
While performing Dreden Operating Surveillance (DOS) 0500-09, Turbine Control
Valve Fast Closure Scram Circuit Functional Test, !CV #2 initiated a Channel
11 11
8 Scram; however, computer point alarm !068, Turbine Generator Load Reject
was not received. The root cause of the failure is attributed to mechanical
malfunctioning of the internal microswitch of PS2-5641-67 due to aging. The
top portion (cover with microswitches) of the pressure switch housing was
replaced and surveillance testing was satisfactorily completed.

12-2-91-095

Control Valve Fast Acting Solenoid Pressure Switches Out of Calibration Due to
Setpoint Drift
While the IMO was performing Turbine Control Valve FASV Pressure Switch
calibrations, pressure switches 2-5641-67 and 2-5641-68 failed to actuate at
their decreasing setpoint. The cause of this event was attributed to setpoint
drift. These pressure switches were calibrated and verified to trip within the
required setpoint limits.

12-2-90-159

Control Valve Fast Closure Half Scram Pressure Switches Out of Calibration Due
to Setpoint Drift
While performing Control Valve Fast Closure Half Scram Pressure Switch
Calibration per WR 97114, IMO determined that the pressure switches on the TCVs
were out of calibration. The pressure switches were calibrated and verified to
trip within the required setpoint limits.
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COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:
Manufacturer

Nomenclature

Hodel Number

Mfg. Part Number

Barksdale

Pressure Switch

TC9622-3 .

********

An industry-wide NPROS search revealed a total of 16 failures involving this type of pressure switch.
Of these failures, 5 were due to instrument setpoint drift, while the remaining 11 were attributed to
wear or aging of the switch.
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